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Devon Equity Management 

Global Opportunities Fund: Investment Letter – Q3 2022 

Performance 

The Fund Returned -4.2% in Q3. 

Appetite for risk assets remains poor – with price action driven by macro data points (punctuated by sharp 

moves reflective of extreme positioning / low liquidity).  

The equity market remains in the rock / hard place environment described in our Q2 letter: faced with 

unappealing prospects of higher (and more persistent) inflation, a recession, or conceivably a stagflatory 

combination of the two.  

Despite the dominance of macro factors our focus remains unchanged – we believe the long-term prospects of 

outstanding businesses are unlikely to have changed due to 12 months of high inflation. Additionally, such 

businesses should prove resilient in a recessionary environment (and ideally prosper on a relative basis).  

With this in mind, we are carefully considering the earnings prospects for our Companies in 2023 and beyond, 

with a focus on the resilience to the global recession we will surely encounter (if it has not already commenced). 

We aspire to consistency and our preference is to hold quality businesses through the cycle.  

In the current environment strong balance sheets and free cash flow generation are of elevated importance. Of 

the twenty-eight investments in The Portfolio, eighteen are in a Net Cash position. The remaining ten (with 

modest gearing) represent businesses with predictable and defensive cash flows unlikely to encounter funding 

issues (the Top 5 weightings in this category being Eli Lilly, Thermo Fisher, Danaher, IQVIA, and Moody’s). 

Investment Letter 

Amylyx Pharmaceuticals (AMLX US) 

The Fund established a position in Amylyx Pharma in August. The Company have developed a treatment to help 

slow the progression of ALS (Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) – a debilitating disease with no effective treatment 

and median survival of less than three years. 

Both Amylyx and our investment in Karuna Therapeutics (successfully exited following highly impressive Phase 3 

results) came about as ‘by-products’ of our research into the evolving landscape for the treatment of Alzheimer’s 

disease (an important though not predominant facet of the investment case for Eli Lilly, the second largest 

position in The Portfolio).  

The fortunes of Amylyx’s lead ALS asset were caught-up in the fallout of the debacle surrounding the FDA’s 

handling of Biogen’s Aduhelm treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease (recall the FDA approved the drug despite 

unanimous opposition from their own Advisory Committee (Ad Com) – driven by post-hoc analysis of the data 

and questionable efficacy).  

Three months later, The FDA convened an Ad Com in March 2022 to consider ALX0035, another Neurology 

asset which was seeking approval without a confirmatory Phase 3 Study (although beyond this commonality, the 

proposition of ALX0035 is materially different to Aduhelm, considering both the specific characteristics of the 
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respective drugs and the treatment landscape in ALS vs Alzheimer’s Disease). After reviewing unsupportive 

briefing papers from Analysts at the FDA, The Ad Com voted against approval by a margin of 6-4. The key 

pushback was the lack of a confirmatory Phase 3 Study (which is due to read out results in 2024). The stance of 

the FDA and Ad Com clearly indicated positive data from this ongoing Phase 3 study was necessary for approval, 

yet in an unprecedented move the FDA subsequently announced a second Ad Com to review the drug would 

convene in September 2022. For this second meeting, the FDA accepted additional post-hoc analysis from the 

Company, along with a large body of external input from ALS physicians, specialists, and patient advocacy 

groups. 

Considering this move and the weight of the data, we took the view senior officials in the Office of Neuroscience 

were keen to see the drug approved – ultimately recognising that high unmet need combined with generally 

good tolerability (limited side effects) represent compelling reasons to approve a drug which offers a median 

survival benefit of 5 months to a patient population with median life expectancy below three years. Despite 

another set of broadly hostile briefing papers from the FDA’s internal analysts, the September Ad Com was 

persuaded by the new body of evidence to recommend approval of the drug in a 7-2 vote. The FDA followed this 

recommendation, approving the drug on 29th September with generous labelling.  

Despite the positive share price reaction to approval, we believe upside remains from a successful commercial 

launch. The headline price (US$158,000 per year) has been criticised in certain quarters, but considering the 

unmet need, the price point below Mitsubishi Tanabe’s Radicava (existing ALS therapy), and the support of 

patient groups, we trust the Management team have set the price at a level that will enable broad 

reimbursement. Reimbursement will be the key determinant of the launch trajectory: if The Company can secure 

broad access, we envisage a successful ramp given just 500 ALS physicians see 2/3 of all patients in the US (a 

total patient population 30,000 of which we estimate ~50% may be addressable for treatment). In this scenario, 

we continue to see material value in the shares.  

Farfetch (FTCH US) 

Farfetch is the world’s leading online luxury platform. The Fund established a position in May 2022 following an 

85% decline in the share price from an all-time high in February 2021. Though the investment case has a number 

of moving parts, it can be summarised in our belief that Farfetch will become the dominant force in the online 

luxury goods market.  

We anticipate this to be realised via three major channels: (i) providing the technology to power the global e-

commerce operations of Luxury Maisons and retailers (Farfetch Platform Solutions); (ii) growing market leadership 

in the luxury online marketplace (direct ownership of Farfetch / Net-a-Porter / The Outnet); (iii) proprietary brand 

ownership / co-ownership (Off-White, Reebok).  

1) Farfetch Platform Solutions (FPS)

FPS offers Luxury Brands and Retailers a single, unified e-commerce platform to drive their entire online sales and 

distribution on a global basis. Luxury has been comparatively slow to embrace e-commerce (penetration well 

below other categories), and Farfetch offers a compelling solution to offer a consistent, high-quality customer 

experience commensurate with the product category.  

Though currently just ~10% of group gross merchandise value (GMV), FPS represents the biggest opportunity 

given both the scalability of the model and profit margin well above the overall group. Validation of the FPS 

strategy came in August, with the announcement of a comprehensive deal with Richemont (following a lengthy 

period of negotiation). As part of the deal, Richemont’s Maisons will be re-platformed onto FPS, representing 

>$3bn GMV (equivalent to Farfetch’s existing GMV across the entire group and multiples of the existing FPS 

GMV).  
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Signing Richemont represents a significant milestone in becoming the go-to platform for Luxury online / e-

commerce, and we expect more customers may be attracted to the FPS platform as it gains scale.  

2) E-Commerce

The second major component of the Richemont Deal involves Farfetch taking over the running of Yoox Net-a-

Porter (YNAP), Farfetch’s largest competitor. In combination this represents a clear global leader in online multi-

brand luxury.  

The three e-commerce sites (Farfetch.com, Net-a-Porter, The Outnet) all have different customer profiles / price 

points, which in time should enable clear delineation of strategy and efficient brand / inventory management 

(e.g. discounting pushed through The Outnet, allowing Farfetch to accelerate the move towards fully priced 

SKUs).  

The marketplace sites also benefit from the FPS contracts – as they typically include a commitment to sell 

product via Farfetch.com (as is the case with the Richemont deal), thereby improving the breadth of the product 

offering.  

3) Proprietary Brands

Farfetch have collaborated with LVMH to create the highly successful Off-white brand, recently signed a deal to 

take over the entirety of Reebok’s European operations (~$500mn of sales), and run the boutique department 

store Browns.  

Though we expect Brand partnerships / proprietary ownership to remain selective – it is clear attractive 

opportunities such as those above can contribute to the overall story (though the core remains focused on 

providing e-commerce solutions for third party brands). 

The current market environment is extremely unfavourable for immature loss-making companies such as Farfetch 

(the mirror image of just 12 months ago). Yet we believe the 5-year outlook for Farfetch to be exciting, with a 

credible roadmap to become the global consolidator / industry platform in the nascent segment of online luxury.  

Regards, 

Charlie Southern  

7th October 2022 
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Global Opportunities Fund: Key Statistics 

Performance 

2022 YTD 2021 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year Since Inception1 

Fund -36.6% 22.7% -32.6% -9.8%

Benchmark2 -25.6% 18.5% -20.7% 2.4% 

Relative -10.9% +4.2% -11.9% -12.2%

Liquidity 

Market Cap No. of Positions % of NAV ADV (NAV weighted) 

Small (< US$1bn) 0 0% 

Mid (< US$20bn) 9 28% US$68mn 

Large (> US$20bn) 16 55% US$326mn 

Mega (> US$200bn) 3 16% US$710mn 

Total 28 100% 

Weighted Average US$70bn US$295mn 

Median US$36bn US$196mn 

Geographic Allocation 

Top 10 Holdings 

Company Country % of NAV 

Amylyx Pharmaceuticals US 8.5% 

Cadence Design Systems US 7.5% 

Eli Lilly US 6.5% 

Thermo Fisher US 6.1% 

S&P Global US 4.9% 

Wuxi Biologics China 4.9% 

Techtronic Industries Hong Kong 4.7% 

IQVIA US 4.5% 

Synopsys US 4.5% 

Marriott International US 3.7% 

1 NAV per share, Net of all fees and expenses: 4th November 2020 – 30th September 2022 (Source: JP Morgan) 
2 MSCI AC World Net Total Return in USD (NDDUWI Index) 

69%

14%

7%
11%

North America

Asia ex Japan

Japan

Europe
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DISCLAIMER 

This communication is intended for investment professionals and not for the benefit of retail investors. Market and exchange rate 

movements can cause the value of an investment to fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested. Any data or 

views given should not be construed as investment advice. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information, but no assurance 

or warranties are given. 

Devon Equity Funds SICAV - Global Opportunities invests in a small number of holdings and as such carries more risk than companies 

which invest across a larger number of holdings. It invests mainly in shares and it is likely to experience fluctuations in price which are larger 

than companies that invest only in bonds and/or cash. Devon does not engage in stock lending nor does it make use of derivatives in its 

investment strategies. 

This document contains information based on the MSCI AC World Index. Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to 

compiling, computing, or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data (or 

the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, 

completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of such data. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in 

no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing, or creating the data have any 

liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility 

of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI´s express written consent.  

Past performance is no guide to the future. Company examples are for illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation to buy or 

sell. Quoted yields are not guaranteed and may change in the future. Awards and ratings should not be taken as a recommendation. 

For your security we may record or randomly monitor telephone calls. 

Devon Equity Management Limited (‘Devon’), registered address: 123 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 6DE is authorised and regulated by the 

Financial Conduct Authority, whose address is 12 Endeavour Square, London E20 1JN. Devon’s registration number is FRN 841960. 




